, 1 100 5 150 SHORT REPORT A Nomogram for Creatinine Clearances from Results in S I Units While most of our change to SI units went smoothly, we experienced some difficulty in getting the "feel" of the new units for creatinine. The nomogram shown in the figure was developed, and we now have complete confidence that the creatinine clearances we report are not in error by a factor of 10.
To use the nomogram, the total creatinine excreted in the 24 h urine specimen is first calculated:
Total creatinine in urine (mmo1/24 h) = creatinine in urine (mmol/l) x 24h volume (1) This value is then lined up on the upper scale against the creatinine in serum on the lower scale, and the creatinine clearance is found on the centre scale.
Clearances can be read to the nearest 5 ml/rnin for values up to 150 ml/min, This is sufficiently precise, since the standard coefficient of variation used by the National Quality Control Scheme is 8.9 % for creatinine. The scales were chosen such that the result can be found directly for most specimens. Should the creatinine in serum or urine be off-scale, a result may be obtained by dividing both serum and urine values by 10 before reading off the clearance.
If clearances are required in rnl/s instead of mIl Brown. 1975. discriminating selection and fuller discussion of their This is essentially a practical book, covering the relative usefulness would have been an improvefield thoroughly in a fairly conventional manner, and ment. In contrast, automation is treated in only 14 giving all necessary practical details of the methods pages, with a brief description without illustrations of it recommends. A brief guide to interpretation of more than a dozen commercial instruments. Many of each measurement is included. The book is particu-these will not be familiar to readers outside the lady useful in discussing interference by drugs in U.S.A., and no attempt is made to deal with general chemical analyses and in reviewing the methods principles. Although an account of SI units is given, it available for common determinations, although comes as a shock to read that the activity of one these do not always give an adequate explanation of enzyme is expressed in mjzmoljml. The book is well the chemical principles involved and only rarely produced and written, but the simple line-drawing include formulae or equations.
figures are sometimes difficult to read. The emphasis throughout is on manual methods, Recent textbooks dealing with the practical aspects but many of these date from before the advent of of clinical chemistry have ranged from 300 to 1600 reference methods, and some, such as the determina-pages costing from less than £5 to more than £SO. tion of serum zinc by a colorimetric method, could In both price and content this one lies somewhere in be discarded. One wonders how often the hippuric between. It provides a systematic coverage of the acid or cephalin cholesterol tests of liver function are methods which a small laboratory, with little or no still performed. Competitive protein binding and automation, might need. Readers from larger radioimmunoassay are well covered, but gas chroma-laboratories will find in it some useful information, tography is treated briefly, and laboratory safety and but the book is unlikely to supplant either its smaller computers are not mentioned. Methods for the assay or its more comprehensive rivals. of 47 different enzymes are given, which are said to P. M. G. BROUGHTON
